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The Query Optimizer will not use an INDEX if at least the first column of the INDEX is not 
included as a valid SARG value or in a JOIN clause. 

The first column of the INDEX should be the column most often used in queries. 

INDEX frequent queries. 

INDEX columns used in JOINs. 

INDEX FOREIGN KEY columns. 

Keep INDEXes narrow; that is, defined with the fewest possible number of columns. 

Use multiple narrow INDEXes rather than fewer wide INDEXes. 

List the most selective columns to the left in a composite INDEX definition. 

Avoid using low-selectivity columns in INDEXes. 

INDEX DENSITY is defined as the ratio of DISTINCT non-repeating column values in a table.  
As the value of DENSITY approaches 1.00 the value of the INDEX approaches 0.00.  DENSITY 
is computed as: 

SELECT ‘Key Density’ =  

1.0 / SELECT (COUNT(DISTINCT columnName)) FROM tableName 

For composite columns the COUNT values are summed in the demonator. 

INDEX SELECTIVITY is the ratio of the DISTINCT non-repeating column values to the total 
number of rows in the table.  As the value of SELECTIVITY approaches 1.00 the INDEX is said 
to be “highly SELECTIVE”.  SELECTIVITY is computed as: 

SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT columnName) AS ‘# Unique’, COUNT(*) AS ‘# Rows’, 

STR(COUNT(DISTINCT columnName) / CAST (COUNT(*) AS REAL) (4,2) AS 

‘SELECTIVITY’ FROM  tableName 

The Query Optimizer WILL NOT use an INDEX with a Selectivity ratio of less than 
85%. 
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A low value for the Selectivity ratio may indicate that a small percentage of repeating values are 
skewing the calculation.  To confirm this situation use: 

SELECT columnName, COUNT(*) AS ‘NumRows’, COUNT(*)/ b.totalrows * 100 AS 

‘Percentage’ FROM tableName, (SELECT CONVERT(numeric(6,2),COUNT(*)) AS 
‘TotalRows’ FROM tableName AS b GROUP BY columnName, b.totalrows HAVING 
COUNT(*) > 1 ORDER BY 2 DESC 

Use the INCLUDE keyword to create a COVERING INDEX that associates column values with 
an INDEX without the cost of maintenance. 

 


